ANCHORAGE PRINCIPLES

Grip categories

--- 220HB ---

Friction grip

Base Material harder than
Expander sleeve: The Expander
grips by friction

Transition
zone

Base Material less than 30HB
softer than Expander sleeve: Grip
is by a combination of friction
and geometric lock

--- 220HB ---

--- 180HB ---

--- 180HB ---

Geometric
lock

Base Material more than 30HB
softer than Expander sleeve: The
Expander indents in the base
material, creating a geometric
lock

Sleeve serrations provide geometric lock anchorage
KOENIG-EXPANDER® Series SK
in aluminum-alloy HB = 90

Sleeve serrations provide geometric lock anchorage
KOENIG-EXPANDER® Series MB
in aluminum-alloy HB = 90

Bore roughness influence

Friction grip
Transition
zone

Geometric
lock

Grip and pressure performance is influenced by the bore roughness.
Pressure performance:• RZ 10 ... 30 µm: Full (no derating required)
• RZ 1 ... 10 µm: Derating required, as shown in graph below
• RZ > 30 µm : Application inadmissible; leakage might occur

Bore roughness has no effect on pressure performance

Pressure derating
Friction grip and transition zone applications only

Derating Factor
% of Nominal Pressure Performance

Bore Roughness Rz [µm]

Roughness profile

Australian material comparison

SCHILTEC QUALITY
SCHILTEC builds on quality and only quality. Thus when you order
an Expander from us, besides getting the prime KOENIG product,
you receive the technical back up to ensure a successful
application.
This is what we do as a service to our customers:
•We ensure the customer has the full set of up to date information
regarding design and installation. We urge them to study.
•We probe the technical personnel's full understanding of
procedures and assist them in case of uncertainty. If we cannot
resolve or if specially requested, we get the proposed application
approved by KOENIG Head Office.
•We encourage the customer to implement and QA the bore
tolerance, installation and removal procedures. We keep stock of
important tools.
•All unopened pack shipments are batch number recorded by
SCHILTEC. Hence, without adding effort and paperwork, customers
who allocate Expander deliveries to job numbers can, when
needed, provide full trace of the Expanders installed in a particular
product.

